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Abstract. "Black and white" being a pair of dual categories in the Chinese traditional philosophy 
has changed its meaning when talked in calligraphy aesthetics aspect. In calligraphy aesthetics, 
"black and white" are showing in the following aspects: distribution of official script or the method 
of writing, taking white as black in the word and calligraphy, thick and light of these two colors, 
dryness and wetness changes in calligraphy. This thesis revealed many details about how the dual 
category of "black and white" are refined into calligraphy, which can lead us to have a deeper level 
understanding of the essence of Chinese calligraphy and open a way of thinking for the study of 
calligraphy aesthetics. 

1 The philosophical meaning of "black" and "white" 
In the history of Chinese philosophy, "black" and "white" being a pair of categories of Chinese 

yin-yang duality thought were first discussed by Lao Tzu. Lao Tzu, chapter 28 said: 
For the world, Changde will not leave and return to the baby. Know its white, keep its black, for 

the world style. ……. Know its glory, keep its shame, for Amagai. ……. Therefore, large-scale 
production does not cut. 

Knowing the reason of being strong, you can safely be in a weak position, be a valley in the 
world, and accommodate all things. To be a valley in the world, one can have common sense and 
moral integrity and return to a pure state like a baby. Knowing its white and keeping its black is the 
world style. Know its glory, keep its shame can be praised by all the people. This is the real 
wisdom.1 The phrase "know its white, keep its black" means that although people may know what 
is glorious, they are content with its low status and they are willing to be the tool of others. Willing 
to be the tool of others will not make much differences with the eternal "virtue" and will return to 
the final truth. "White" means glorious and "black" means darkness. Lao Tzu is here to discuss how 
to treat life and how to carry out political activities in the way of weakness and retreat. Lao Tzu 
believes that doing according to this will not suffer loses. 

2 The expression of the dual category of "black" and "white" in calligraphy aesthetics 
On the other hand, in Chinese calligraphy art, it is relatively late to discuss calligraphy from 

black and white antithesis, which was first found in Li Shu ti by Cheng Gongsui, a writer in the 
western Jin dynasty: 

It is very good to commend the morals of Zhou dynasty and it can show Tang and Yu’s glorious. 
If it takes the eight-point seal method, it is very different in system, It can be divided white by black, 
dotted with stars, raised the head and tail, straight not looking evil, tied with a knot and tied like a 
shirt.2 

"divide white with black" here refers to the composition of official script or the method of 
writing, divide should be understood as granting. We know that Chinese characters are written one 
by one stroke, changing from scratch, "from white to black" is also the process of changing from 

 
1 Ren Jiyu, New Translation of Laozi, Shanghai Ancient Books Publishing House,1985.P121. 
2 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House,1979.P10. 
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scratch, and the whole chapter of article is also the process from scratch, that is "distributed in 
dotted lines". Generally speaking, in calligraphy, places with strokes are called black and places 
without strokes are called white.The process of incessant writing is the process of incessant division 
of space, that is incessant construction of "images" and the process of setting aside white space. In 
other words, black and white is the image expression of having or not having in philosophy. White 
means there is no stoke, black means there is some strokes. If there is no stroke there will not have 
Chinese character, there will not have calligraphy art, when there is strokes everywhere without 
white space, there is no Chinese character too, then there is no calligraphy art. The place with 
strokes exists for the place without pen and ink, similarly, the place without pen and ink also exists 
for the place with strokes. This relationship is most fully discussed in Lao Tzu, Lao Tzu Chapter 11: 

Thirty spokes converge into a hole in a hub, and if there is a hollow space in the hub, the car will 
be useful. Rubbing clay into a vessel will make the vessel useful if it has a hollow space. Digging 
doors and windows to build a house, with empty parts in the walls of the doors and windows, the 
house will be useful. 

This principle shows the dialectical relationship between black and white when applied to 
calligraphy. That is why calligraphy pays attention to leaving white place. Wang Xizhi's "the 
Twelfth Chapters on Writing Style, Chapter III on Visual Form": "Jin writing is beautiful word, 
people with skill can write better, these words can show your state of safety, and puts stability first. 
It is especially difficult to master the shape of words, divide the area into white and black and flush 
it up and down. " The seventh chapter of teaching enlightenment says: "no one can reverse the 
method of words in painting. The right side should be thicker than the left side, the horizontal stroke 
should be thinner, and the vertical side should be thicker. Distributed white and black in different 
places, and the distance should be even. The up and down are in right way, then the word should be 
natural and stable." 3Wang Xizhi's saying and Cheng gongsui's saying are nearly the same meaning 
here. They are all about the structure of calligraphy, the problem of distribution of white and black, 
and the problem of the composition of calligraphy. Da Zhongguang talked about the truth that 
"bright lights are showed by distribution of black and white", which can be said to be a penetrating 
judgment. In the book Book Raft, he said: "the pen should be taken horizontally, the 
three-dimensional character is shown by drawing vertically, ……, the light being bright lies in 
distribution, the lines are thick, and the situation is odd." 4The brightness of light is made by leaving 
blank, and the internal looseness of the character structure should be emphasized. The place where 
it should be broken, the deficiency should be created, and the actual situation and the imagine 
situation should coexist. 

Da Zhongguang further talked about that leaving white places has two types: 
Select the white as the outline, the white and black is even; Scattered white in a messy way, but 

symmetry. Painting can be as clean as a golden knife, and white as a jade ruler. Exquisite comes 
from wielding a fine brush, cleverness lies in distribution of white and black, and changes in work 
are divided accordingly.5 

"white in big outline" refers to the form with rows and columns, and the rules are even and neat. 
" white in scattered way" refers to the form of no lines and no columns, its way is in ups and downs, 
but the whole looks harmonious. Therefore, " well-proportioned of white and black", which is also 
the beauty that people often say as " gilt and colored ". Particularly, in the latter form of 
composition, when there is no row or column, the distribution of black and white should be more 
delicate, and it has a type of Qing feeling. It can be said that the Qing and Zhuo feeling can 
distinguish the calligraphy. Let's look at Zhang Xu's Four Ancient Poems, Huai Su's Self-narration 
and some of Wang Duo's and Xu Wei's wild grass vertical shaft works. Even a small space has 
subtle white place. Bao Shichen said in the Art Boat with Double Broom: 

In the same year, he received a lesson from Deng Shiru in Huaining, saying, " the sparse place 
can make the horse run, and the dense place cannot make the ventilation. White is often the same as 
 
3 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House,1979.P31. 
4 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House,1979.P33. 
5 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House,1979.P560. 
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black, and extraordinary interests come out."6 
Bao Shichen cited Deng Shiru's theory of "take white as black", the essence of which lies in 

"impenetrable of wind in dense place, walk horse in sparse place", that is to say, the places with 
fewer strokes make it being more hollowness and the places with more strokes being more dense. 
Moreover, the empty places (white places) between the strokes and the blank spaces between the 
lines should be arranged as if they were real places (black places), so that the empty places and the 
real places are in harmony, resulting in the visual effect of large sparse and large dense, thus 
obtaining the "strange interest" of the words. Kang Youwei then said in New Art Boat with Double 
Broom: 

To see the Wan Bai’s taking white as black, you can look the words in Wei stele. They were all 
extremely dense. Yang Hui and Zhang Menglong are particularly obvious. Shimen Inscription, 
Zheng Wengong and Zhu Junshan are all can show this way. That the sparse place can make the 
horse run, and the dense place cannot make the ventilation is really the style of Wei stele.7 

Kang Youwei explained calligraphy in Wei stela with Deng Shiru's theory of "taking white as 
black" and said that Wei stela can show this theory. Zong Baihua said in his article Aesthetics in 
Chinese Calligraphy: 

The structure of Chinese characters, also known as distribution of white and black, is formed by 
punctuating Chinese characters in a coherent way. The blank space of punctuating Chinese 
characters is also an integral part of Chinese calligraphy. Only paying the same attention to both 
parts can a work of art be completed. The blank space should be adopted in the word. The blank 
space should be properly distributed and have the same artistic value as the strokes.8 

This is the accurate explanation of "taking white as black". The blank space is also counted in the 
shape of a word, that is, "white" (where there is no stroke) is also written as "black" (stroke). Liang 
Qichao said more bluntly in his article Calligraphy Guidance: 

Writing pays attention to distribute black and white in proper way. With the Chinese words 
“TianDiXuanHuang”, Wang xizhi wrote this way, we also write this way, but he writes well, we 
write ugly, because he arranged black and white in a natural way, and we cannot do as him. People 
who have always written have the most important saying: "take white as black." When writing, first 
calculating the white place, then embedding the black strokes. On the one hand, the work is looked 
beautiful from the white place, on the other hand, the work is looked beautiful from the black place. 

The analysis of a word should take white as black. A line of words, a picture with words, the 
whole organization of calligraphy, also need take white as black.9 

Apart from Wei stela’s writing compliance with the principle of "taking white as black", other 
classical inscriptions and tablets also conform to this principle. In other words, "take white as 
black" is a basic principle of Chinese calligraphy in arranging the structure and composition of 
characters. 

Next, let's look at how black-and-white Dual Category is expressed in calligraphy. 
Da Zhongguang said in the Book Raft: 
Grinding ink to ripe, using breaking water to make it alive; Dip in ink to moisten it, and use it to 

moisten brush. Black round and white square, frame wide and silk tight. (Black being fat, thin and 
tortuous circles. White being square, rectangular, oblique square.  )10 

Here we refer to "Shui" and "Mo" as well as the technique of "breaking Shui with it", that is, 
breaking Mo with Shui, which extends the black-and-white relationship to the level of thick-thin 
and dry-wet relationship. If ink is black, water is white, thick ink is black, and light ink is white, 
which is relatively speaking, while light ink will be equal to disappear. From thick to light, there is 
an infinite level of black. Shade reflects the gradation change between black and white, while 
dryness and wetness reflect the different texture of strokes. The relation between dryness and 

 
6 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House, 1979.P561. 
7 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House,1979.P641. 
8 Zong Baihua, Aesthetic classic, Shanghai People's Publishing House, 1981.P171. 
9 Liang Qichao, Calligraphy Guidance, Complete Works of Liang Qichao, Volume 17, Beijing Publishing House, 1999, P4946. 
10 Selected Papers on Calligraphy of Past Dynasties, Shanghai Calligraphy and Painting Publishing House, 1979, 561. 
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wetness can show the feeling of agitation and dullness. Generally speaking, when the water content 
in the pen is small, it is easy to write white strokes; when the water content is large, it is easy to 
write ink-swollen and moist strokes.Of course, the generation of big white strokes is also related to 
the writing speed and the different writing materials. In a word, having black or white ,the presence 
or absence of black and white, the level of darkness and the dry and wet texture have their own 
advantages, all of which are interspersed, compared and arranged in the whole work to finally 
achieve a harmonious and unified aesthetic feeling. "Black round and White Square, wide and 
tight." Black being round, white being square, the whole is wide, thin in stroke, The black here 
seems to mean the external form of the stroke, that is, the stroke itself, but it must be round, thick 
and not slippery. White refers to the shape of white space between strokes, which is for the effect 
achieved after spatial distribution. "Painting can be as clean as a golden knife, as white as jade ruler. 
Exquisite comes from using a fine brush, and cleverness lies in distribution of white and black" (Da 
Zhongguang's Book Raft) It is too long to add one part and too short to subtract one part. The golden 
knife and jade ruler are metaphorical expressions. The implication is that both inside and outside are 
in the right place. 

3 The significance of the dual category of calligraphy aesthetics is studied 
As a pair of subcategories governed by the duality of Yin and Yang, its meaning takes great 

changes since its transition from the philosophical field of "knowing the white and keeping the 
black" in Lao Tzu to the field of calligraphy. From Cheng Gongsui's proposal to "divide the white 
by black" in the Western Jin Dynasty to Wang Xizhi's "place white in right place", to Da 
Zhongguang's "white in stretch" and "white of scattered areas," to Deng Shiru’s  "take white as 
black" and then to Zong Baihua's and Liang Qichao's discussions, we can see how people have 
refined this metaphysical thing into many details in calligraphy in the course of historical 
development. A calligrapher's achievements depend on his compromise on these duality categories, 
the accommodation and inclusiveness of combination in practice. The better the inclusiveness, the 
more seamless the combination, the richer and more enduring beauty will hide in his works.Min Ze 
said in the History of Chinese Aesthetic Thought: "The thought that Yin and Yang are opposite with 
each other and the five elements exist together and oppose each other can be said to be the basic 
point of Chinese traditional philosophy and cultural thought before the May 4th Movement. It is the 
characteristic that can best indicate the its unique way, and it is different from the West 
characteristic and other nations’ characteristics in China. It covers thousands of universes with fine 
dust and affects all fields of ideology, thus affecting people's cultural and psychological structure, 
aesthetic consciousness and the development of aesthetic thoughts for a long time." 11Calligraphy is 
an important part of Chinese traditional art, and calligraphy aesthetics is also an important part of 
Chinese classical aesthetics. There are many aesthetic concepts and categories in calligraphy theory 
and ancient Chinese literary theory, painting theory, music theory, etc. These concepts and 
categories are all governed by Chinese classical philosophy of Yin and Yang. In the process of 
studying calligraphy, we found that as a national way of thinking, the philosophy of yin and yang 
profoundly influenced the transformation of both Chinese character writing and calligraphy art. 

However, Many problems have not been explained one by one, how Chinese calligraphy 
concretely deduces Chinese ideology and culture, how many concepts and categories in calligraphy 
aesthetics, such as form and spirit, actual and actual situations, strange and true, black and white, 
etc. are concretely transformed from philosophical categories, what is the original meaning of many 
dual categories in calligraphy aesthetics when they were borrowed from philosophical fields, and 
the changes in the subsequent historical development, etc. Revealing these problems not only can 
help us to improve our understanding of national culture, can also lead our understanding of the 
essence of Chinese calligraphy to a deeper level, and at the same time open a way of thinking for 
the study of calligraphy aesthetics. 

 
11 Minze, History of Chinese Aesthetic Thought, Qilu Book Company, 1987. P89. 
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